FAO: Steve Goodwin
GVE Commercial Solutions Ltd
Studio 4 Westree House
2 Westree Road
Maidstone
Kent
ME16 8HB
RE: Business Reference

Fayat Piling Ltd
8 Kent Space, 6-8 Revenge Road
Lordswood
Chatham
Kent
ME5 8UD

Date: Friday 11th May 2018

Dear Steve,
Following the successful completion of another project, we are pleased to provide the following reference.
Fayat Piling Limited (“Fayat”) would not hesitate to recommend GVE Commercial Solutions Limited
(“GVE”). Their experience, professional knowledge and understanding of the NEC mechanisms, and
contracts generally, makes GVE the right partner for difficult and complex commercial issues.
Fayat has been working closely with GVE for a number of years and has always found their services very
effective and professional. We have always appreciated the availability and time taken to understand
our business expectations, limitations and strategies.
GVE has provided services to Fayat from their introduction to the UK market and throughout our major
projects. This has included the training of our site management and senior international management
team in NEC practice with material provided in both English and French.
During the construction phase of our most complex UK project GVE has provided day-to-day site
assistance with early warnings, programme submissions, compensation events and formal
communications to both our client and a number of subcontractors ensuring a fully NEC compliant
operation.
When it comes to dispute resolution, GVE has been able to propose, put together and be a material part
of a professional team of experienced construction lawyers, commercial specialists, expert planners and
technical experts to prepare Fayat Piling to serve legal proceedings. The strong commercial and legal
team made it possible to get through difficult commercial negotiations and resolve complex contractual
matters whilst eventually avoiding adjudication and court claim procedures.
GVE is able to provide the right level of staff competence, tailored from director through to more junior
QS levels and planners, as and when we needed them.
GVE strikes the right balance of being both a support and a guide throughout a projects’ lifespan. We
would not hesitate to recommend GVE.
Yours sincerely,
François Xavier Bailly
Country Manager, Fayat Piling Ltd
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